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B-GOLD Crypto for everyone & everything

BFIC Gold token is a product of Innovation Factory, a 
tech firm dedicated towards developing modern day 
solutions based on blockchain technology for enhancing 
the worldwide adoptability of blockchain and crypto.

Innovation Factory was established in 2019 with the core 
motive of aiding worldwide crypto adaptability. For 3 
years, the firm was devoted into developing an entire 
ecosystem of utility & rewardable programs that helped 
the company generate a generous community of 20M 
users. 

Witht the establishment of Blockchain Foundation for 
Innovation and Collaboration (BFIC), its dedicated 
blockcahin and BFIC coin (native token), the visionary 
firm now aims at generating a community of 200 million 
users to take its ecosystem of utilities global, and enable 
the masses in benefiting from the technology.

As BFIC coin has a very limited supply, its requirement to 
generate a larger community required a supporting 
asset, hence BFIC Gold has been designed to help 
achieve the goals and aid BFIC’s growth.

Background
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With thousands of cryptocurrencies already floating in 
the market, everyday users are still unable to benefit 
from them in any practically usable way. At most, retail 
users can only trade them, while instituional giants are 
enjoying all the gains and utilities.

B-Gold is designed to fill in this gap and to make crypto 
and blockchain more usable for the everyday users. 
Apart from the mainstream trading and staking, B-Gold 
will act as an ultimate gateway to BFIC’s scalable, secure 
and borderless utilities ranging from entertainment to 
health, education to gaming and much more.

The Vision

CRYPTO
FOR EVERYONE   

AND EVERYTHING.    
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As BFIC Gold has the slogan of “crypto for everyone and 
everything”, the primary goal of the project is to make 
BGOLD a globally accepted cryptocurrency with 10,000 
collaborations and an acceptance at over 1 Million platforms 
in 5 years. 

With the goal of turning the existing 20 million communi-
ty into an enermous 200 million strength, BFIC Gold will 
act as a key player in acting as a gateway to rewardable 
programs, community engagement initiatives and utili-
ties that will not only derive benefits to the community 
but will also create a inter-linked community growth eco-
system. BFIC Gold’s community will help the utilities and 
BFIC coin, and vice verse.

The planned collaborations for BFIC Gold include crypto 
wallets, exchanges, DAOs, dApps, Web3 startups, blockchain 
foundations, AI projects, AR/VR and Metaverse initiatives 
and many more.

Accordingly, BFIC Gold will list on 10 crypto exchanges at 
the time of launch, and will expand the listing horizon on 
monthly basis making it one of the most widely available 
cryptocurrencies across the markets. The broader it 
spreads, the more users will have access to it, hence generating 
a magnificent community around the world.

The Goals



B-Gold is deployed on the BFIC blockchain. Blockchain 
Foundation for Innovation & Collaboration (BFIC) is a 
proof-of-authority blockchain with BFIC coin as its 
native coin. The BFIC blockchain is host to an extensive 
ecosystem of utilities that are designed to facilitate users 
with potentials utilities that enhance the daily lifestyle 
with safer, faster and diversified applications. 

BFIC will soon rollout its first of a kind proof-of-contribu-
tion consensus network that will reward validators, 
smart contract developers and users with incentives 
based on their contibution. The new blockchain will ex-
hibit dramatically faster transactions, higher security and 
will be a high-preference network for Aritificial Intelli-
gence, Web 3 and AR/VR platforms. BGold will enjoy all 
the features, utilities & projects deployed on the BFIC 
blockchain as its own utility.
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BGOLD

Token Ticker

BFIC

Network

Contract Address

0x9c9fB365846598f291A8fCFf2CabEB515fcA86CD
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In addition to fundamental distribution, BFIC Gold 
supply will also be rewarded to Blockchain Foundation 
for Innovation & Collaboration (BFIC) as the token uses 
its blockchain, smart contracts and utilities.

Tokenomics

210 Million
Total Supply

60 Months
Supply Release Tenure

3.5 Million
Monthly Supply Release

1%
Blockchain Foundation
Long-term Endowment

30%
Airdrop

40%
Staking Rewards

10%
Pre-sale

4%
RnD

10%
Collaborations

5%
Liquidity
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B-Gold is a very unique asset that already has impressive 
utilities and will continue to be used as a gateway to all 
the new collaborations, smart contracts and projects 
launched in the BFIC ecosystem.

Currently B-Gold is actively usable on 6 platforms as a 
payment and reward instrument. This makes B-Gold one 
of the very few cryptocurrencies that launched with 
pre-developed utilities.

BFIC Gold Utility

Active Utility

OKFX.io

A hybrid trading platform 
that allows B-Gold holders 
to enjoy both, crypto and 
forex trading on the go.

B-Store

Buy and sell your favorite 
products online, across
10,000+ brands.

Super11

Enjoy the fun, thrill and 
excitement of your favorite 
sports on Super11 fantasy 
sports app.

Time2Travel

Book your flight tickets 
and hotel rooms instantly, 
anywhere in the world with 
BGOLD.

GameOK

A gaming platform for those 
who love online gaming. Play 
with BGOLD and win big.

B-Love Games

Another fun-filled gaming 
hub that offers amazing 
games playable with BFIC 
Gold tokens.

Barket

Get discount coupons and
promo codes for your 
favorite stores, cinemas and 
restaurants with BGOLD.

CryptoCash

Use your BFIC Gold tokens 
as payment mode across 
multiple merchants with 
CryptoCash Debit Cards.
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Dexa

Decentralized exchange & 
NFT marketplace for swift 
swaps & secure trading.

Virtual Meet

Buy and sell your favorite 
products online, using 
B-Gold tokens on B-Store.

Love Wallet

A decentralized multi-chain
wallet to hold, transfer your 
digital assets.

XchangeOn

Enjoy P2P crypto trading, 
buy and sell your crypto 
assets.

FullOn

Watch and enjoy your 
favorite TV shows, movies 
and news channels with 
BGOLD subscriptions.

ETW

Explore the World with 
BGOLD by obtaining a top 
rated Europian nationality.

LocalBFIC

A peer-to-peer exchange 
that offers trading pairs for 
BFIC GOLD against local 
fiat currencies.

Bulleto

A co-matrix smart contract 
that facilitates BFIC Gold 
accumulation.

Trust Academy

An educational platform for 
everything on and about 
blockchain & crypto.



As BFIC Ecosystem continues to expand, BGOLD is also 
subject to an ever increasing utilization. As of 2024, over  
15 projects are ready to launch and entertain BFIC GOLD 
as a fundamentally accepted crypto asset.

Upcoming Utility

MyDream

Your dream of owning a 
beautiful home can now 
come true with BFIC 
GOLD.

Trump Card

A card that can come in 
handy anytime. Use BGOLD 
and apply your Trump Card 
to maximize your utilities.

Insured Trading

The crypto industry can be 
volatile, but your trades 
will never liquidate you if 
they are insured.

Snake&Ladder

Enjoy the most popular 
retro game of all times, 
and relive your childhood 
with BFIC Gold.

MetaMall

Metaverse is the future of 
virtual reality, and MetaMall 
is a pioneer of the niche.
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Cryptube

A watch-to-earn platform 
developed on web3 to 
reward users to uploading 
and watching content.

PayPlus

Make collective payments, 
or generate payrolls swiftly 
and securely via PayPlus.

Jokerz

The tiktok of crypto, Jokerz 
is a short video app that 
rewards content creators 
as well as the audience.

BlockHub

A development platform 
that incubates unique new 
IT projects.

BBonds

Turn less into more. Use 
BFIC GOLD to buy BBonds 
and test your luck.
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As BFIC Gold shares Blockchain Foundation for Innova-
tion & Collaboration’s technology, the project will enjoy 
the security, development & utility protocols of the same. 
With a formal agreement in place, B-GOLD will become 
an essential part of the BFIC projects, and will be utiliz-
able in all of the projects listed, developed and co-pro-
duced by the Foundation. These will include decentral-
ized exchange, NFT marketplaces, payment gateways, 
crypto commerce and gaming platforms.

Utility Proposition

The B-Gold team is committed to continuous improvement 
and innovation. Future developments & upgrades will 
focus on enhancing the user experience, introducing new 
features & exploring partnerships and integrations with 
other projects. The team will entertain community's 
feedback and suggestions, incorporating them into the 
project's roadmap to ensure the long-term success and 
sustainability of BFIC Gold.

Future Developments:

BFIC GOLD token and its smart contract - BFIC Gold 
Network will be thoroughly audited and verified by:

Audit & Verification



BFIC GOLD

bficgold_io

www.bficgold.io


